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Elizabeth

Elizabeth is a player character played by Res'sh.

Elizabeth

Species & Gender: Male Anthro Snake
Date of Birth: 1日 1月 YE 22
Organization: ISS Brimstone
Occupation: stealth infiltrator/sniper/recon

Rank: none
Current Placement: @@Assignment@@

Physical Description

Elizabeth is an anthro snake and looks and sounds just like a woman, just without the breasts, but thats
only on the outside, HE is actually a he with all the bits and bobbles hidden inside him like a normal
reptile but he is warm blooded, he has a long thick tail that is able to hold him up at 2 1/2x his height if
he wants to get higher up, or use it like a chair. he is about 5 foot 4 inches. he has scales not skin that
are a violet purple color with the underchin, front of the throat, chest, belly, and leading to the under tail
being like a slightly chalky navy blue. his legs are a digitigrade and not plantigrade like a humans, he has
three clawed toes on both feet, his irises, which are pink, and pupils are round and his pupils only get slit
when he gets angry. he has dark blue long hair that he likes to keep put up
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Personality

he tries to keep his history to himself, but other than that hes a fun loving and outgoing guy but likes to
be called her/she/girl/woman but he tells everyone that its not a necessity just a personal preference. He
loves girly things and making himself look pretty and wears tight formfitting cloths, and loves making
others feel better about themselves. he likes helping others with problems they may have that are
troubling them

History

from birth he was a slave and at a young age he was sold to a woman who trained him as an escort who
saw that his girlish figure would make her some good money. She was mean when he didn't do his “job”
and would whip and beat him, she started him out at a young age as an escort and when he turned 18 he
saw a chance to run and so he did leaving everything behind

Skills Learned

escort

Social Connections

Elizabeth is connected to:

none

Inventory & Finance

Elizabeth has the following:

1 cloak, gray

1 black and gray body suit

1 blue T-Shirt

1 pair of black skinny jeans

1 pair of hot pink panties

1 locket from his mother, silver
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Elizabeth currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by res_sh on 03, 20 2018 at 14:10.

In the case res_sh becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Elizabeth
Character Owner Res'sh
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